PREPARES THE SEED BED
▶ Mulches and mellows the soil over the seed bed
▶ Firms soil over the row
▶ Does not smear soil like rubber press wheels can
▶ Pressure is applied at 3 points on the tracks at all times
▶ Eliminates air pockets

ELIMINATE COMMON PROBLEMS
▶ Helps eliminate mud build-up
▶ Will not plug with root balls
▶ On a hot windy day the trench won’t crack back open

WHERE THEY WORK—SUITABLE FOR MANY SOILS
▶ Made to work in tough soils
▶ Works in no-till or conventional

EASE OF INSTALLATION
▶ Takes the place of your original closing wheel
▶ Easy to install, less than 5 minutes per row

K.K., IL—
I ran the Chicken Tracker wheels over 1000 acres of no-till corn and 800 acres of no-till beans. I was very impressed with emergence of crops behind the Chicken Trackers. When I ran my row cleaners deeper into wetter soils, the Chicken Tracker collected some mud. Then when I ran the row cleaners shallow, just moving residue away, the Chicken Tracker worked great. So, as with anything, work until you find the Trackers are doing their job. Overall I was impressed with this product.

Fly the coop with Schaffert Mfg.’s Chicken Track Press Wheel.

Standard rubber tires routinely conduct “fowl” play by smearing soil, compacting sidewalls, and creating air pockets. The new Chicken Tracker for Case IH planters features a durable design to break up soil and enhance seed-to-soil contact.

The Chicken Tracker struts along a big track on small round tines, resisting root balls as it firms soil around the seed. Like a warm incubator, the seeds’ soil nest is ideal for plant growth.

Quit playing chicken with your yields and start putting more eggs in your baskets.